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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 My name is Vicki Ann Barker.  I hold the position of Managing Director of 

Barker Planning Limited in Christchurch.  I have held this position for two 

years.   

1.2 I have been engaged by the Crown, through the Canterbury Earthquake 

Recovery Authority ("CERA") to provide planning evidence in relation to the 

Stage 2 Rural Proposal ("Rural Proposal").  This is the third statement of 

evidence I have prepared on the Christchurch Replacement District Plan 

("Replacement Plan").  My first statement of planning evidence was 

provided in respect of the Stage 1 hearing for Proposal 14 (Residential) in 

relation to non-residential activities1 and the second was for the Stage 1 

hearing for Proposal 7 (Transport)2.   

1.3 A summary of my qualifications and experience is set out at paragraphs 1.2 

to 1.5 of my first statement of evidence. 

2. CODE OF CONDUCT 

2.1 I confirm that I have read the code of conduct for expert witnesses as 

contained in the Environment Court's Practice Note 2014.  I have complied 

with the practice note when preparing my written statement of evidence, and 

will do so when I give oral evidence before the Hearings Panel.   

2.2 The data, information, facts and assumptions I have considered in forming 

my opinions are set out in my evidence to follow.  The reasons for the 

opinions expressed are also set out in the evidence to follow. 

2.3 Unless I state otherwise, this evidence is within my sphere of expertise and I 

have not omitted to consider material facts known to me that might alter or 

detract from the opinions that I express. 

3. SCOPE 

3.1 I have been asked to provide planning evidence on the Rural Proposal in 

relation to matters of specific interest to the Crown.  My evidence is based on 

the Crown's submission on the Rural Proposal and addresses the following: 

                                                
1
 Statement of evidence of Vicki Barker on behalf of the Crown dated 20 March 2015.  Available for download at 

http://www.chchplan.ihp.govt.nz/hearing/chapter-14-residential/ under the headings "Hearing Documents", 
"Submitter evidence". 
2
 Statement of evidence of Vicki Barker on behalf of the Crown dated 10 June 2015.  Available for download at 

http://www.chchplan.ihp.govt.nz/hearing/hearings/ under the headings "Hearing Documents", "Submitter Evidence 
and Submitter Statements". 

http://www.chchplan.ihp.govt.nz/hearing/chapter-14-residential/
http://www.chchplan.ihp.govt.nz/hearing/hearings/
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(a) The major themes and key submission points from the Crown's 

submission on the Rural Proposal; 

(b) The structure and content of the objectives and policies; 

(c) Quarrying activities;  

(d) Reducing the level of prescription; 

(e) Improving clarity and usability; and 

(f) Statutory considerations. 

3.2 Anna Cameron has prepared planning evidence in relation to the Department 

of Conservation ("DOC") submission points, and Ainsley McLeod has 

prepared planning evidence in relation to both the New Zealand Fire Service 

Commission ("Commission") and New Zealand Transport Agency ("NZTA") 

submission points.  My evidence will not address matters of detail covered by 

Ms Cameron or Ms McLeod to avoid duplication, but will refer to this 

evidence where necessary. 

3.3 A list of the documents and evidence I have drawn upon in forming my views 

is set out in Appendix VAB1 to this evidence. 

3.4 I attended informal mediation meetings and had direct discussions with 

Christchurch City Council ("Council") to address the relief sought in the 

Crown's submission.  I also attended formal mediation for the Crown from 5 

to 7 October 2015 and have reviewed the revised version of the Rural 

Proposal dated 16 October 2015 ("Revised Proposal").   

3.5 I have identified in my evidence whether or not I agree with the Revised 

Proposal on the points I address in the Crown's submission.  In addition, 

Appendix VAB2 to this evidence contains a table of the Crown's submission 

points for the Rural Proposal.  The table identifies the provisions I support 

and do not support in the Revised Proposal.  

4. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

4.1 The Council has substantially amended the structure and content of the 

objectives and policies, and I support all of the amendments in the Revised 

Proposal, with the exception of minor modifications to Strategic Objective 

3.3.16 and 17.1.1 Objective 1 only.  I also consider that the objectives and 

policies in the Revised Proposal are consistent with the higher order statutory 
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documents.  In particular, they clearly provide for aggregate extraction and 

recognise the economic benefits of such activity to the region, balanced with 

managing and mitigating environmental effects. 

4.2 The Revised Proposal is more enabling than the Operative Christchurch City 

District Plan ("Operative Plan") with respect to quarrying, both inside and 

outside the Rural Quarry Zone3.  This approach responds to the Crown's 

submission, which seeks to ensure a readily available and affordable supply 

of aggregate for the recovery and rebuild of Christchurch.  The proposed 

focus on site rehabilitation and the need for rehabilitation plans for all quarry 

sites is also strongly supported. 

4.3 The Revised Proposal has generally reduced prescription and there is only 

one rule remaining where there is disagreement with the Council as to its 

benefit and need (Building reflectivity rule in the Rural Templeton Zone – 

17.7.3.5).  The clarity and usability of the Rural Proposal has also been 

substantially improved as a result of submissions, and no significant 

concerns remain. 

4.4 Overall, I consider that the Revised Proposal is consistent with the relevant 

statutory documents and meets the Statement of Expectations and the 

purpose of the Resource Management Act 1991 ("RMA"). 

5. THE CROWN'S SUBMISSION ON THE RURAL PROPOSAL 

5.1 The major themes of the Crown's Stage 2 submission relevant to the Rural 

Proposal are set out in Part A4 and Part B5 of the submission.  I briefly 

expand on some of these themes below. 

Structure 

5.2 The Crown's submission stated that the Rural Proposal as notified was overly 

complex with respect to the structure and content of the objectives and 

policies.  For example, 17.1.1 Objective 1 focussed on the productive 

capacity of the land, and did not adequately consider the maintenance and 

enhancement of natural values.  The policies were also considered to be 

overlapping and in need of streamlining. 

                                                
3
 The Banks Peninsula District Plan currently classifies all quarrying activities in the Rural one as discretionary 

activities. 
4
 Pages 9 to 29. 

5
 Pages 196 to 219. 
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Aggregate and quarrying activity 

5.3 The Crown's submission made a number of comments in relation to 

aggregate supply and quarrying activities and, in particular, that a readily 

available and affordable supply of aggregate and gravel material is 

fundamental to the efficient and effective recovery and rebuild of 

Christchurch.   

5.4 The Rural Proposal as notified did provide general policy support for 

quarrying activities.  However, the rule framework was considered to need 

greater clarity, coupled with a more integrated approach across regional and 

territorial authority plans. 

5.5 In its submission, the Crown also supported a management plan approach to 

the regulation of quarrying activities as it provides for adaptability and 

flexibility in design, construction, operation and rehabilitation, whilst 

appropriately managing and mitigating effects. 

Reducing prescription and improving clarity and usability 

5.6 The Crown identified some instances of overly prescriptive rules and unclear 

maps and diagrams in the Rural Proposal which would affect the 

understanding of and implementation of the Replacement Plan.  There were 

also considered to be inappropriate activity statuses and associated 

consenting and notification requirements in relation to quarrying activities. 

6. STRUCTURE AND CONTENT OF THE OBJECTIVES AND POLICIES 

6.1 The Revised Proposal contains significantly amended objectives and policies 

compared to the notified version of the Rural Proposal.  In my opinion the 

amendments have improved the objectives and policies substantially, and I 

am in general agreement with the amendments, subject to minor 

modifications in some instances to address outstanding concerns. 

Strategic Objective 

6.2 The notified version of the Rural Proposal did not contain a Rural Strategic 

Objective.  However, as a result of submissions, the Council's red line 

version of 17 September and the subsequent Revised Proposal include a 

Rural Strategic Objective (3.3.16 Objective - A productive and diverse rural 

environment).   

6.3 The Hearings Panel's decision on the Strategic Directions Proposal 
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("Strategic Directions Decision") recognised that a number of matters were 

not considered during the course of the Strategic Directions hearing due to 

insufficient evidence, including rural matters, and stated that "all of these 

matters potentially have a strategic component that would make them eligible 

for provision in Strategic Directions" 6. 

6.4 Part A of the Crown's submission on the Stage 2 Proposals includes 

comment on the need for alignment with the Strategic Directions Decision.  

The submission notes that a productive rural economy is important to the 

wellbeing of Christchurch residents and the environment and could be 

recognised as strategically important7.   

6.5 At mediation it was agreed between the parties that a Rural Strategic 

Objective is appropriate and is a current gap in the Strategic Directions 

framework.  

6.6 In her evidence, Ms Hogan has said that the proposed Strategic Objective 

contained in the Revised Proposal "promotes a range of opportunities 

utilising the rural resource and their ability to contribute to the local economy.  

It places the primacy of the working nature of the rural environment and its 

contribution to the economy up front, which is essential in retaining the rural 

environment"8.  I agree that the objective promotes a range of opportunities 

in the rural environment, but consider the primacy of the working nature of 

the rural environment is not captured in the objective and needs to be. 

6.7 To reflect the primacy of the working nature of the rural environment, I 

consider that "rural productive activities", which is defined in the Revised 

Proposal,9 should be referenced in Strategic Objective 3.3.16 to make it very 

clear that the Replacement Plan is seeking to enable such activities.  

Furthermore, the structure of clause a. could be improved by leading with the 

verb 'enable', consistent with the structure of the other Strategic Directions 

objectives.  Suggested amended wording is contained in the table in 

Appendix VAB2.  

Objective  

6.8 The Crown's submission states that 17.1.1 Objective 1 as notified was 

                                                
6
 Decision 1 Strategic Directions and Strategic Outcomes (and Relevant Defintions), Paragraphs 133-134, Pages 

36-37. 
7
 Paragraph 5.12, Page 16 of the Crown's submission. 

8
 Paragraph 10.5 of Ms Hogan's statement of evidence. 

9
 Defined in the Revised Proposal (page 114) as follows:  "means farming, plantation forestry, intensive farming 

and quarrying activity." 
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complex and unclear10.  The title of the objective focused on a productive and 

diverse rural environment, and the objective itself did not strike an 

appropriate balance between rural productivity and diversity, and natural 

values and amenity. 

6.9 To achieve a clearer structure and direction, the Crown submission sought 

that the objective be split into three separate objectives covering three 

distinct matters as follows: 

(a) Productivity, diversity and the regional economy; 

(b) Reverse sensitivity; and 

(c) Rural character. 

6.10 17.1.1 Objective 1 in the Revised Proposal has not been split into three as 

requested, but I consider that the revised structure and wording is generally 

clearer, more directive and better linked to the policies.  The title of the 

objective now seeks that the rural environment is maintained and that 

subdivision, use and development on rural land takes each of the 

considerations listed in paragraph 6.9 above into account, as well as rural 

amenity.   

6.11 To achieve greater consistency and clarity, I consider the reference to 

'working rural environment' in clause a.i. could be replaced with 'rural 

productive activities'.  This proposed revised wording is consistent with the 

amendment sought to the Rural Strategic Objective, and avoids the use of 

the term 'working rural environment' which is not defined or clear as to 

meaning.  Other minor wording refinements, which do not change the intent, 

are also proposed to clause a.i. 

6.12 Clause iv. was initially included in the Strategic Objective (3.3.16) in the 

Council's red line version of 17 September.  At mediation it was agreed that it 

was not necessary in the Strategic Objective.  I also consider that clause iv. 

is not necessary in 17.1.1 Objective 1, as the contrast between the urban and 

rural environment is evident and is acknowledged by the objective and policy 

framework in general, both within the Rural Proposal and the urban policy 

framework.  Therefore, I consider this clause can be deleted. 

6.13 Broadly, I consider the revised objective meets the outcomes the Crown 

sought, subject to minor modification as discussed above and outlined in the 

                                                
10

 17.1.1 Objective 1 - Page 198 (Council submission reference - 17.699). 
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table in Appendix VAB2. 

Policies 

6.14 Policy 1 in the Revised Proposal seeks to provide for the economic 

development potential of rural land by enabling a range of rural activities.  

The Revised Proposal addresses the intent of the changes sought by the 

Crown to the notified version11, and I support this policy. 

6.15 Policy 2 (Contributing elements to rural character and amenity values) is 

addressed in the evidence of Ms Cameron12, and from a general clarity 

perspective is much improved. 

6.16 In response to the Crown's submission13 and other submissions14, the 

Council has introduced a new non-rural activities policy and a community 

facilities policy to provide direction for such development in the Rural zones.  

I agree with separate policies for non-rural and community facilities as 

community facilities should be enabled, whereas non-rural activities need to 

be more carefully managed in rural areas.  Such a policy split was also 

supported by the Crown at the Stage 1 Residential Hearing with respect to 

community and non-residential activities15.  

6.17 The proposed non-rural activities policy (17.1.1.X Policy X - Establishment of 

non-rural activities) in the Revised Proposal seeks to avoid the establishment 

of non-rural activities that are not dependent on or directly related to the rural 

resource, unless there is a strategic or significant operational need for or 

benefit to a non-rural activity being located in a rural area.  Reverse 

sensitivity, cumulative effects, and adverse effects on rural character and 

amenity are further considerations.  Furthermore, the policy does not 

preclude resource dependent activities or those activities that provide 

significant benefits through utilisation of existing physical infrastructure, such 

as quarrying.  I consider the wording of this policy provides clear direction as 

to when non-rural activities may be acceptable in the Rural zones and that it 

finds an appropriate balance.    

6.18 The proposed community facilities policy (17.1.1.X Policy X – Community 

facilities) in the Revised Proposal supports the establishment of community 

                                                
11

 17.1.1.1 Policy 1 – Page 198 (Council submission reference – 17). 
12

 Paragraph 8.6 of Anna Cameron's evidence dated 29 October 2015. 
13

 17.1 Objectives and policies - Page 198 (Council submission reference - 17.698). 
14

 Submissions 2140 (Balmoral Limited), 2141 (South New Zealand Conference of Seventh-day Adventists), 2146 
(Isaac Conservation and Wildlife Trust). 
15

 Statement of evidence of Vicki Barker – Paragraphs 7.1 to 7.33. 
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facilities as requested in the Crown submission16.  I support the provision of 

both new facilities and the redevelopment and expansion of existing 

community facilities.  Ms McLeod's evidence for the Commission also 

addresses this policy17. 

6.19 Policies 4 (Scale and intensity of rural related activities) and 7 (Intensive 

farming), have been deleted as requested by the Crown's submission18.  I 

agree with these deletions for the reasons outlined below. 

6.20 With respect to Policy 4, some rural activities are not necessarily compatible 

with rural character but are necessary for the overall wellbeing of the 

community and economy19.  Furthermore, the policy as notified sought to 

manage traffic generation effects and effects on the roading network, which 

are already addressed in the Transport Proposal.  Parts of the policy have 

also been addressed in other policies and are therefore not necessary to 

repeat20.   

6.21 Policy 7 sought to preclude intensive farming from establishing in close 

proximity to residential zones.  I agree with the deletion of this policy because 

it is not certain that all intensive farming activities will be incompatible with 

residential activities.  Furthermore, Policy 9 (Separation of incompatible 

activities) now has a clause that ensures adequate separation between 

intensive farming activities (and other activities such as plantation forestry 

and quarrying), and incompatible activities.  In my opinion, including intensive 

farming in Policy 9 is preferable to singling this activity out in a separate 

policy.  Furthermore, the wording is broader in Policy 9 in that the separation 

is from "incompatible activities", and not just from residential activities. 

6.22 Overall, I consider the revised objectives and policies are clearer and more 

directive.  I concur with Ms Hogan that the objectives and policies work as an 

effective package and achieve the intended outcomes for the Rural zones21, 

subject to minor modifications to further enhance clarity. 

                                                
16

 17.1 Objectives and policies - Page 198 (Council submission reference - 17.698). 
17

 Paragraphs 6.2 to 6.6 of Ms McLeod's evidence dated 29 October 2015. 
18

 17.1.1.4 Policy 4 - Page 199, and 17.1.1.7 Policy 7 – Pages 199-200. 
19

 17.1.1.4a.i. 
20

 For example, 17.1.1.3 Policy 3 (Function of rural areas) addresses scale and intensity, and 17.1.1.X Policy X 
(Effects of activities utilising the rural resource) addresses the environmental effects of activities on rural character 
and amenity values. 
21

 Paragraph 10.113.  
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7. QUARRYING ACTIVITIES   

Aggregate supply  

7.1 A key objective of the Crown's submission is to support rural activities and 

maintain the availability of resources, namely aggregate, essential to the 

recovery process and the economy22.  Affordable aggregate supply is critical 

to enable new construction, roading and development, as well as to maintain 

existing infrastructure and buildings. 

7.2 The evidence of Philip Nevell for the Crown at the Strategic Directions 

hearing addressed earthquake recovery activities, the recovery phases and 

projected timeframes23.  Mr Nevell's evidence addressed the significant 

increase in construction activity requiring aggregate following the 

earthquakes, especially now in the "Reconstruction Phase", and the need for 

a clear and enabling district plan framework to enable the rebuild and 

recovery.  

7.3 The evidence of Richard English for the Council outlines a forecast shortfall 

in aggregate of approximately 45 million tonnes by 2041, and that this 

shortfall may eventuate earlier somewhere between 2030-2035.  These 

forecasts by Mr English clearly signal the ongoing need for additional 

quarries to be established in rural areas if Christchurch's future demands for 

aggregates are to be efficiently met.  I concur with Mr English that it is 

important that the Replacement Plan recognises and adequately addresses 

this issue24. 

7.4 I consider that the Revised Proposal is suitably more enabling of quarrying 

activity in both the Rural Quarry Zone and the remaining Rural Zones 

compared to the Operative Plan but still strikes an appropriate balance by 

ensuring adverse environmental effects are appropriately managed.   

Activity status outside quarry zone and public notification requirements 

7.5 The Council's overall strategy for managing aggregate resources and 

quarrying activity is to retain the existing Rural Quarry Zone and to provide 

for quarrying as a permitted activity within this zone subject to a number of 

standards.  Quarrying activities in other rural zones are proposed as 

                                                
22

 Paragraphs 21.1-21.4, Page 196. 
23

 Statement of evidence of Philip Nevell, dated 25 November 2014.  Available for download at  
http://www.chchplan.ihp.govt.nz/hearing/chapter-3-strategic-directions-and-strategic-outcomes/ under the 
headings "Hearing", "Evidence". 
24

 Paragraph 3.1 of Richard English's statement of evidence, dated 16 October 2015. 

http://www.chchplan.ihp.govt.nz/hearing/chapter-3-strategic-directions-and-strategic-outcomes/
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discretionary activities; the exception being quarries within 250 metres of 

residential and specific purpose school zones which are provided for as non-

complying activities.  Under the Operative Plan any quarrying outside the 

Rural Quarry Zone is currently non-complying and therefore the proposed 

planning framework is more enabling than the Operative Plan. 

7.6 The Crown's submission in relation to the Rural Urban Fringe Zone stated 

that non-complying activity status was too restrictive for quarrying located 

less than 250m from a residential zone boundary, and that the activity status 

should be restricted discretionary25.  I do not agree with this submission point 

and consider that quarrying activity within 250m of a residential zone is 

appropriate as a non-complying activity as recommended by the Council.   

7.7 The non-complying activity status gives a strong signal to quarry operators 

that quarrying activity within close proximity to residential development is not 

encouraged due to the potential adverse effects such as dust, noise, and 

vibration.  The non-complying activity status also signals that such an activity 

is more likely to be publicly notified, which gives residents greater comfort 

they will be involved in the resource consent process.  At mediation, the 

quarry operators26 and the Yaldhurst Residents Association supported the 

non-complying activity status.   

7.8 I also consider that the discretionary activity status that otherwise applies 

outside of the Rural Quarry Zone is appropriate, and I support the more 

enabling framework compared to the Operative Plan27. 

7.9 As notified, quarrying activity outside of the Rural Quarry Zone was subject to 

clauses within the rules requiring public notification.  Rules 17.3.2.4 D3 and 

17.3.2.5 NC2 applying to quarrying in the Rural Urban Fringe Zone are two 

examples.  The Crown submitted that the requirement for public notification 

was overly restrictive, especially in relation to the discretionary activity rule.  

The Crown considered that decisions on notification should be made in light 

of the location of the activity, and the scale and significance of the effects as 

set out in section 95A(2)(a) of the RMA28.  

7.10 Ms Radburnd's evidence notes these clauses were included at the direction 

of the elected Council29.  I agree with Ms Radburnd's evidence that the 

inclusion of notification clauses is not necessary or appropriate for the 
                                                
25

 Rule 17.3.2.5 NC2 – Page 206. 
26

 Canterbury Aggregrate Producers Group. 
27

 Quarrying outside of the Quarry Zone is non-complying in the Operative Plans. 
28

 Rule 17.3.2.4 D3 and 17.3.2.5 NC2 – Page 206. 
29

 Paragraph 10.85 of Adele Radburnd's statement of evidence dated 16 October 2015. 
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reasons summarised below30: 

(a) Section 95A of the RMA provides the Council with the discretion to 

consider whether full public notification should be undertaken; 

(b) Effects need to be assessed on a case-by-case basis and discretion 

exercised by Council appropriate to the proposed activity, which can be 

highly variable in terms of matters including location, scale, and life-

span; 

(c) Such a clause is contrary to the Statement of Expectations and 

Strategic Directions Objective 3.3.2 which seek to reduce notification 

requirements and transaction costs; 

(d) From the Council's records, no recent consents for quarries have 

proceeded on a non-notified basis without affected neighbours' 

approvals. 

7.11 Mr Cook has prepared evidence in support of the notification clauses on 

behalf of the elected Council.  Mr Cook states in his evidence that the Crown 

did not object to Rule 17.4.2.4 D3 which applies to quarrying activity within 

the Rural Waimakariri Zone within 250 metres of a residential boundary, and 

that this is not surprising as the zone is well removed from residential 

zones31.  I can clarify this is an oversight in the Crown's submission rather 

than a deliberate omission, and the opposition to the notification clause 

applies in principle across the Rural zones. 

7.12 Mr Cook's evidence goes on to state that mandatory public notification will 

ensure the wider public is given the opportunity to get involved in the 

resource consent process which is necessary given the potential for 

significant adverse environmental effects32.   

7.13 I disagree with Mr Cook that such a blanket approach is necessary to 

achieve sound environmental outcomes.  In my opinion, the Council should 

have the flexibility to employ discretion on a case-by-case basis.  Including a 

clause in a rule requiring public notification does not provide flexibility and 

could transfer unnecessary costs and time delays onto an applicant, and in 

fact the community. 

7.14 Overall, in my view, it is best practice in district plans for the assessment of 

                                                
30

 Paragraphs 10.88 to 10.94 of Adele Radburnd's statement of evidence dated 16 October 2015. 
31

 Paragraph 6.3 of John Cook's statement of evidence dated 16 October 2015. 
32

 Paragraphs 6.5 to 6.10 of John Cook's statement of evidence dated 16 October 2015. 
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whether a consent application is to be notified or not to be left to the consent 

authority to decide at its discretion using the tests in the RMA.   

Maximum depth of excavation rule 

7.15 The notified version of the Rural Proposal included a non-complying activity 

rule for quarrying activities in the Rural Urban Fringe, Waimakariri and 

Quarry Zones for excavation within 1 metre of the seasonal high water 

table33. 

7.16 The Crown's submission sought to remove the maximum depth of excavation 

rule, or amend the activity status from non-complying to restricted 

discretionary and insert a new assessment matter.34  The reason for this 

submission was that this activity and its effects on groundwater quality are 

already regulated by the Land and Water Regional Plan ("LWRP") and 

therefore do not need to be regulated by the Replacement Plan.  

Furthermore, under the LWRP the activity status is restricted discretionary 

which is more enabling of aggregate extraction required for earthquake 

recovery and development in general35. 

7.17 Ms Radburnd does not support the inclusion of such a rule to manage the 

groundwater quality effects of quarrying activity36, and accordingly the rules 

in the Rural Urban Fringe and Rural Waimakariri Zones have been deleted37.  

I concur with this approach and consider that inclusion of these rules in the 

Replacement Plan to manage groundwater effects results in unnecessary 

duplication with the LWRP and does not achieve integrated resource 

management.  The provisions also fail to meet the Statement of Expectations 

by imposing additional consenting requirements and transaction costs.  If the 

Hearings Panel decides to retain the rules, then I consider that restricted 

discretionary activity status is more appropriate than non-complying activity 

status to at least ensure alignment with the LWRP provisions. 

7.18 However, with respect to the Rural Quarry Zone, Ms Radburnd has 

recommended that the maximum depth of excavation rule and the relevant 

assessment matter be retained, not to manage groundwater quality, but to 

enable consideration of the subsequent land use implications of excavating 

close to or within groundwater38.  The hydrological experts for both the 

                                                
33

 Rules 17.3.2.5 (NC4), 17.4.2.5 (NC5) and 17.6.2.5 (NC3)/17.6.4.6. 
34

 17.3.2.4 D3 and 17.3.2.5 NC2 – Page 206. 
35

 Land and Water Regional Plan, Rules 5.175-5.178, pages 131-132. 
36

 Paragraphs 10.77 to 10.83 of Adele Radburnd's statement of evidence dated 16 October 2015. 
37

 17.3.2.5 (NC4) and 17.4.2.5 (NC5) 
38

 Paragraph 10.28 of Adele Radburnd's statement of evidence dated 16 October 2015. 
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Council and Fulton Hogan Limited agree with this approach in principle, as 

outlined in the joint expert conferencing statement dated 24 September 2015.  

The evidence of Robert Potts for the Council explains that the one metre 

buffer helps ensure that future land uses are not compromised39. 

7.19 I agree that the depth of excavation could affect quarry rehabilitation and the 

future use of quarry sites, and is a valid consideration in planning for and 

managing the end land use once quarrying ceases.  Therefore, I agree a 

provision should be retained in the Rural Quarry Zone to this effect.  

However, I question whether it needs to be a separate rule and assessment 

matter40, or whether consideration of the depth of excavation could instead 

be incorporated in the Quarry site rehabilitation rule (17.6.4.15).  In my 

opinion, including consideration of excavation depth in the rehabilitation plan, 

which is intrinsic to quarry rehabilitation and future potential land use, would 

have the benefit of ensuring co-ordinated assessment of quarry site 

rehabilitation alongside the multitude of other factors contained in Rule 

17.6.4.15. 

Quarry rehabilitation  

7.20 The Rural Proposal as notified included a number of provisions to achieve 

basic quarry rehabilitation for all quarry sites and more comprehensive 

rehabilitation for new quarries.  As part of this rule package, the Council 

included a sunset clause in Rule 17.6.4.15 as a means of seeking to ensure 

all quarry activities completed rehabilitation progressively and by no later 

than 31 December 2031.   

7.21 The Crown's submission opposed the use of this sunset clause on the basis 

that the date is arbitrary and not fully justified41. Furthermore, the rule would 

not be triggered by existing quarries operating under existing use rights, and 

does not comprehensively address rehabilitation with respect to new 

quarries. Both the Crown's broad submission42 and the specific submission43 

supported a rehabilitation plan approach to provide flexibility, whilst also 

appropriately managing and mitigating effects.  

7.22 The rule which included the sunset clause has been deleted in the Revised 

Proposal, which I support.  The proposed new rule requires all quarry sites to 

                                                
39

 Section 6 of Robert Potts' statement of evidence dated 16 October 2015. 
40

 Rule 17.6.4.6 – Maximum depth of excavation – Quarrying activities, and Matter of Discretion – 17.8.2.X Depth 
to Groundwater  
41

 Rule 17.6.4.15 – Page 215. 
42

 Paragraph 21.4 – Page 196 of the Crown's submission. 
43

 Rule 17.6.4.15 – Page 215. 
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be rehabilitated and for a quarry site rehabilitation plan to be prepared within 

2 years of the Replacement Plan becoming operative.  Specific clauses are 

proposed outlining what a rehabilitation plan should include.   

7.23 At mediation all parties agreed site rehabilitation was an important resource 

management issue that needed to be addressed with respect to both existing 

and new quarries.  The parties to mediation agreed to a permitted activity 

rule in the Revised Proposal requiring a rehabilitation plan for all quarries, 

subject to refinement of the rule detail and ensuring that it was enforceable 

and effective.  

7.24 I support the need for a quarry rehabilitation plan for both existing and new 

sites.  However, my key concern is that the proposed new permitted activity 

rule in the Revised Proposal (17.6.4.15), like the previous rule, does not 

capture existing quarry sites with existing use rights.  Existing activities would 

not trigger the rule or be legally bound by it unless they changed their use 

and triggered the need for resource consent.  The evidence of Ms Radburnd 

also expresses this concern44, but expects that existing quarry operators will 

act in good faith and prepare rehabilitation plans given the willingness 

expressed for such a rule at mediation45. 

7.25 There appears to be no means within the district plan framework of requiring 

those existing sites with existing use rights to plan for rehabilitation. One 

method of capturing such sites is when they change their operations and 

their existing use rights are lost.  However this is reliant on either the 

operators seeking consent or close monitoring and enforcement by the 

Council.   

7.26 Where there are existing consents or approvals in place, the Council could 

potentially use section 128 of the RMA to review the conditions of consent to 

deal with any adverse effect on the environment, including the need for 

rehabilitation.  However, I acknowledge that this may not be possible for the 

Council to do with respect to historic sites which do not have consents or 

approvals.  This makes it even more important for the Council to be aware of 

the current operating baselines of all of these existing quarries through active 

monitoring, so any change to activities can be appropriately managed.  A 

collaborative monitoring approach with Environment Canterbury could be of 

benefit. 

                                                
44

 Paragraph 10.39 of Adele Radburnd's statement of evidence dated 16 October 2015. 
45

 Paragraph 10.42 of Adele Radburnd's statement of evidence dated 16 October 2015. 
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7.27 A possible supplementary measure could be for the Council to enter into a 

Memorandum of Understanding with existing quarry operators regarding the 

preparation of a rehabilitation plan.  However, this is also legally non-binding 

and also essentially an agreement in good faith. 

7.28 Overall, the deletion of Rule 17.6.4.15 as notified and the proposed new rule 

requiring a rehabilitation plan for all quarries is supported, as well as the 

supporting policy46.  However, I consider that successful rehabilitation of 

existing quarries will require both active management from the operators and 

active compliance monitoring and enforcement by the Council.   

8. REDUCING LEVEL OF PRESCRIPTION 

8.1 The Crown's submission noted three instances of prescriptive built form 

standards in the notified Rural Proposal that could be amended or deleted to 

provide greater flexibility and reduce prescription in the Replacement Plan47.  

These are discussed below. 

Quarry screening 

8.2 Proposed Standard 17.6.4.12 requires all quarrying activities in the Rural 

Quarry Zone to be screened from zone and road boundaries by an earth 

bund of specified dimensions; and/or existing planting of a specified minimum 

height; and/or new tree planting where the spacing of the trees, the distance 

from the road boundary, and the species that can be planted are all specified 

by the Council.  In my opinion, and consistent with the Crown's submission48, 

clause c. of the rule relating to new planting is especially prescriptive as it 

does not recognise site specific circumstances such as topography or tree 

species suited to a particular area and, consequently, does not allow for 

flexibility in design particular to a site.   

8.3 While I agree that screening of quarries is an important requirement from 

road and zone boundaries to mitigate visual effects, this is an example of a 

matter that could be managed by a quarry management plan.  Such a plan 

could include comprehensive consideration of screening of the site and 

mitigation of other amenity effects such as dust and noise as part of a 

comprehensive mitigation package.   

8.4 However, as noted by Jennifer Dray in her evidence, the Council has 

                                                
46

 17.1.1.12 Policy 12 – Quarry Site Rehabilitation. 
47

 Rules 17.6.4.12 and 17.6.4.13 – Page 214 and Rule 17.7.3.5 – Page 216-217. 
48

 17.6.4.12 Visual screening – Page 214 of the Crown's submission. 
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amended the screening rule in the Revised Proposal so that it is more 

enabling compared to the Operative Plan rule49.  It is also of note that at 

mediation resident submitters50 strongly supported its retention as it at least 

ensures an agreed minimum level of screening should an activity proceed on 

a permitted or non-notified basis.  The quarry operators also stated at 

mediation that they accept the standard. 

8.5 Therefore, on balance, given the support of the Council and other submitters 

for the standard, there appears to be a benefit in retaining the standard to 

provide greater certainty for neighbouring residents of quarries in particular, 

rather than removing it to reduce prescription.  Therefore I support its 

retention. 

Maintenance of visual screening 

8.6 The Council has amended 17.6.4.13 as sought by the Crown submission51.  

As notified, the rule required the replacement of any dead, damaged or 

diseased tree within either one month, or within the next planting season.  

The Crown sought the deletion of the one month timeframe as it serves no 

purpose when a more permissible alternative timeframe applies.  Ms Dray 

agrees with this amendment.52  

Building reflectivity 

8.7 Permitted activities in the Rural Templeton Zone are required to comply with 

built form standard 17.7.3.5 Building reflectivity.  This standard requires all 

buildings which are painted or powder coated to have reflectivity less than 

35%.  If this permitted activity standard is not met, restricted discretionary 

activity resource consent is required with matters of discretion limited to the 

visibility of the building from the road, parks and public spaces, and the 

surrounding land both internal and external to the zone.  The notified Rural 

Proposal states that any application arising from non-compliance with this 

rule will not require written approvals and shall not be limited or publicly 

notified. 

8.8 The proposed Rural Templeton Zone shown on the Stage 2 Planning Maps 

(Map 35) is a small zone as described in the evidence of Mr Rough53.  The 

zone is essentially a carry-over from the Operative Plan, under which the 

                                                
49

 Paragraph 5.22 of Jennifer Dray's statement of evidence dated 16 October 2015. 
50

 Yaldhurst Residents Association and S Harnett. 
51

 17.6.4.13 Maintenance of visual screening – Page 214 
52

 Paragrpahs 5.26-5.27 of Jennifer Dray's statement of evidence dated 16 October 2015 
53

 Paragraph 9.3 of Peter Rough's statement of evidence dated 29 October 2015. 
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area is currently zoned Templeton Special Rural.  The existing zoning came 

about as a result of a private plan change (Plan Change 66) seeking to utilise 

the old Templeton Hospital site for rural use.  The zone seeks to enable the 

efficient re-use of existing buildings, facilities, and infrastructure and a high 

standard of visual amenity through building setbacks and landscaping 

requirements54.   

8.9 The Council's section 32 report contains the following general statement: 

"The built form provisions relating to maintaining rural character have been 

reviewed and have been retained largely unchanged as no significant 

effectiveness and efficiency issues have been identified with the rules… ".55  

Aside from this general statement, there is no specific justification in the 

Council's section 32 report for the retention of the building reflectivity 

standard.   

8.10 In email correspondence, Ms Hogan advised that the building reflectivity rule 

has been carried over from the Operative Plan56 and is intended to maintain 

amenity values.  Ms Hogan also noted that as site coverage is higher in the 

Rural Templeton zone, the buildings tend to be larger, and therefore the rule 

seeks to manage their visual impact.   

8.11 I note that a similar standard is proposed in relation to the Rural Banks 

Peninsula Zone as part of Stage 3 (17.2.3.2), which seeks to limit reflectivity 

to no more than 40%.  If this permitted activity standard is not met, restricted 

discretionary activity consent status applies subject to matters of discretion 

including reflectivity, the coastal environment, and significant landscapes.  

The Crown did not submit on this rule as part of Stage 3 and no other rural 

zones aside from the Rural Templeton or Banks Peninsula Zones include a 

building reflectivity built form standard.  

8.12 It is not clear why this standard is required in the Rural Templeton Zone, and 

I consider it to be an example of over-prescriptiveness in this zone. 

8.13 Mr Rough for the Crown has addressed the Rural Templeton Zone landscape 

in his evidence and concludes that the zone is not an area of landscape 

significance, where such a rule may be appropriate57.    

8.14 Overall I consider the costs of applying this restriction through a rule 

                                                
54

 http://cityplan.ccc.govt.nz/pages/plan/book.aspx 
55

 Section 32 Report – Rural Chapter 17 – Page 66. 
56

 2.4.10 Landscape Character – Templeton Special Rural Zone. 
57

 Paragraph 9.11 of Peter Rough's statement of evidence dated 29 October 2015. 
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outweighs the benefits in this zone, especially given there are other built form 

standards including setbacks from boundaries and landscaping, which 

manage visual amenity effects in relation to neighbouring sites and public 

places.  I consider this provision should be deleted.   

9. IMPROVING CLARITY AND USABILITY 

High quality gravel resource overlay 

9.1 The notified Rural Proposal included a planning map overlay within Appendix 

17.9.1 identifying an area where high quality gravels are known to exist in the 

District, along with a related Policy (17.1.1.13 Policy 13 - High quality gravel 

resource overlay).  

9.2 The evidence of Ms Radburnd states that the primary purpose of the overlay 

was to give the public an indication of where quarries may look to establish.  

The other purpose was to link the overlay to the subdivision rules so that the 

Council could manage potential adverse effects on the gravel resource as a 

result of proposed subdivision and land fragmentation58.   

9.3 Both the overlay and associated policy have been deleted in the Revised 

Proposal.  I agree with these deletions as the high quality gravel overlay in 

my opinion does not achieve the primary aim of the Council, which is to 

provide information about the location of the gravel resource to assist the 

community.  In practice, there are many constraints to all of the land within 

the overlay area actually being utilised for gravel extraction, including the 

protection of outstanding natural values, existing land fragmentation, and 

designations of large tracts of land held by the Department of Corrections 

and the Christchurch International Airport.   

9.4 During the course of mediation, the Yaldhurst Residents Association stated 

they find the overlay unclear, and rather than providing information and 

clarity, they consider it signals the area is readily available for gravel 

extraction.  I agree the overlay does indicate on face value that quarrying is 

widely supported and enabled, whereas such activity generally at least 

requires discretionary activity resource consent and may not be feasible in 

much of the overlay area due to the constraints mentioned above. 

9.5 Overall, I support the deletion of the overlay and associated Policy 13 as I 

consider these provisions contributed to an overall lack of clarity in the Rural 

                                                
58

 Paragraph 10.20, Page 32 of the Crown's submission. 
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Proposal as notified and were unlikely to provide any beneficial information to 

plan users.  

Diagrams and Maps 

9.6 The Crown's submission notes that some diagrams and maps are difficult to 

read due to the poor quality of the images59 (for example, the diagram 

associated with Rule 17.6.4.9 Maximum gradient for excavation – quarrying 

activities, and the High quality gravel resource overlay map in Appendix 

17.9.1).  As mentioned at paragraph 9.3 above, the High quality gravel 

resource overlay map has been deleted from the Revised Proposal and it is 

expected that the clarity of the other diagrams will be improved in the 

decisions version of the Rural Proposal. 

Community facilities activity status 

9.7 At mediation the Crown noted that new community facilities were not 

specifically recognised in the rule framework, and that rules needed to be 

introduced to link with the new community facilities policy proposed. 

9.8 The Council has now provided for community facilities as restricted 

discretionary activities in appropriate zones, with the exception of education 

activities in the Rural Urban Fringe, Rural Port Hills and Rural Waimakariri 

Zones, which are proposed as discretionary activities. 

9.9 I agree with this approach as Policy 6.3.1(5) of the Canterbury Regional 

Policy Statement60 ("RPS") directs that educational facilities in rural zones 

within the Map A area, which includes those Rural Zones listed above, 

should only be provided for where there are no other practicable options in 

the existing urban area.  The discretionary activity status in these areas is 

commensurate with this policy approach. 

Rural character definition 

9.10 The Crown submission sought to revise the definition of 'rural character' as 

Policy 2 does not define what is meant by 'rural character'.61  However, I note 

that there is no 'rural character' definition in the Operative Plan, in Proposal 2 

(Definitions), in the Revised Proposal or in the RPS.  I do not support the 

Crown submission on this point.  I do not consider that a definition of 'rural 

                                                
59

 Paragraphs 21.5-21.6, Page 196 of the Crown's submission. 
60

 Policy 6.3.1 - Development within the Greater Christchurch Area - In relation to recovery and rebuilding for 
Greater Christchurch: (5) provide for educational facilities in rural areas in limited circumstances where no other 
practicable options exist within an urban area.  
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character' is necessary as the character of the rural environment is intrinsic to 

the rural context, and is specifically recognised in the amended objectives 

and policies contained in the Revised Proposal.  . 

10. STATUTORY DOCUMENTS  

Canterbury Regional Policy Statement 2013  

10.1 In section 5.1 the RPS raises concerns in relation to resource sterilisation62.  

The residential development of rural land can compromise access to high 

value aggregate resources.  In my view, the policy framework in the Revised 

Proposal recognises and provides for this issue63. 

10.2 Policy 6.3.9 recognises the value of quarrying activities in the rural 

environment provided that they are appropriately sited and scaled so as not 

to preclude the enablement of other valued rural land uses.64 The Revised 

Proposal contains objectives and policies which support a range of rural 

productive activities, including quarrying, consistent with this direction65. 

10.3 Objective 10.2.2 specifically acknowledges that the extraction of aggregates 

provides economic benefits to the region66.  I consider that this economic 

driver is adequately recognised by the provisions in the Revised Proposal67. 

10.4 Overall, in my view the Revised Proposal gives effect to the RPS. 

Recovery Strategy for Greater Christchurch, Mahere Haumanutanga o 

Waitaha ("Recovery Strategy") 

10.5 The Recovery Strategy sets a high priority for the restoration of the built 

environment including the provision of housing and essential infrastructure to 

support the recovery process (Sections 5 and 16).  Delivering these recovery 

aims depends upon a secure supply of affordable aggregate materials and 

provisions restricting urban development in the rural environment.  The policy 

framework in the Revised Proposal supports the delivery of these aims68. 

                                                                                                                                   
61

 Page 39 of the Crown's submission. 
62

 Chapter 5 - Land-use and infrastructure - 5.1 Issues. 
63

 17.1.1.3 Policy 3 Function of rural areas. 
64

 Chapter 6 - Recovery and Rebuilding of Greater Christchurch - 6.3 Policies. 
17.1.1.11 Policy 11 Location and management of quarrying activities. 
New Policy - Effects of activities on rural land. 
65

 3.3.16 Objective, 17.1.1 Objective 1, 17.1.1.1 Policy 1. 17.1.1.3 Policy 3. 
66

 Chapter 10 - Beds of rivers and lakes and their riparian zones - 10.2 Objectives. 
67

 17.1.1.1 Policy 1 Rural activities Range of activities on rural land. 
68

 17.1.1.1 Policy 1 Rural activities Range of activities on rural land, 17.1.1.11 Policy 11 Location and management 
of quarrying activities. 
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Land Use Recovery Plan, Te Mahere Whakahaumanu Tāone ("LURP") 

10.6 The LURP (Section 2.0 - Visions and Goals, Section 3.2.1 – Recovery 

needs) aims to achieve the timely, cost effective and sustainable recovery 

and rebuilding of the District.  Provisions in the Revised Proposal have been 

designed to enable aggregate supply, and on the whole the Revised 

Proposal is likely to reduce consenting. 

Christchurch Central Recovery Plan - Te Mahere Maraka Ōtautahi ("CCRP") 

10.7 The provisions of the CCRP only apply to the Central City.  As there is no 

rural zoned land within the Central City, the provisions of the CCRP are not 

directly relevant. 

Mahaanui Iwi Management Plan 2013  

10.8 According to the Mahaanui Iwi Management Plan, land use and development 

activities must be managed in a way that works with the land and not against 

it.  Soil is recognised in the Mahaanui Iwi Management Plan as the natural 

capital upon which much of the region's economy depends, and it is therefore 

critical that the true value of soil is recognised and provided for.  Land use, 

subdivision and development activities must have appropriate controls.  The 

policy framework within the Revised Proposal recognises and provides for 

these values69.  

10.9 The Revised Proposal recognises that the effects of quarrying on values of 

importance to tangata whenua are dependent on the location and scale of 

the activity and the nature of the receiving environment70.  Policy P13.2 in the 

Mahaanui Iwi Management Plan is intended to provide a framework for 

assessing mining and quarrying proposals against the issues of importance 

to tangata whenua.  This policy aligns closely with the provisions in the 

Revised Proposal, which enable appropriate recognition and protection of 

tangata whenua values.  

10.10 The Council have incorporated a quarry management plan approach for 

adaptively managing the adverse effects of quarrying activities in the Revised 

Proposal71. Similarly, Policy P13.3 in the Mahaanui Iwi Management Plan 

requires all applications for mining and quarrying activities to include quarry 

management plans.  

                                                
69

 17.1.1.1 Policy 1 Rural activities Range of activities on rural land. 
70

 17.1.1.11 Policy 11 Location and management of quarrying activities. 
71

 17.1.1.11 Policy 11 Location and management of quarrying activities and 17.1.1.12 Policy 12 Quarry site 
rehabilitation. 
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Land and Water Regional Plan  

10.11 The LWRP recognises the role of rural land in supplying valuable aggregates 

to support the regional economy72.  The aggregate requirements of regionally 

significant infrastructure are particularly acknowledged73. 

10.12 The LWRP expresses some concerns regarding the protection of future land 

use options after the completion of quarrying activities in rural areas.  The 

objectives state that quarrying, mining and extractive activities must be 

appropriately located and managed to avoid, remedy or mitigate adverse 

effects on water quality, and sites must be appropriately managed or 

rehabilitated once extraction ceases74. The Revised Proposal contains a 

number of provisions that require and promote rehabilitation and seek to 

protect future land use after quarrying75. 

Statement of Expectations 

10.13 I consider that the Revised Proposal has particular regard to the Statement of 

Expectations for the following reasons: 

(a) the number of rural zones has been approximately halved and the 

existing rural provisions for Christchurch City and Banks Peninsula 

have been combined, consolidated and streamlined76; 

(b) the reliance on resource consent processes and the requirements for 

notification and written approval have been significantly reduced77.  A 

notable example is the provision for quarrying activity outside the Rural 

Quarry Zone as a discretionary activity in most instances78, compared 

to the non-complying activity status which applies under the Operative 

Plan; 

(c) prescriptiveness has been reduced79, with the exception of the building 

reflectivity standard in the Rural Templeton Zone (17.7.3.5); 

(d) the objectives and policies clearly state the outcomes that are intended 

for the Christchurch district80; and 
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1.1.1 Land and Water Resources in Canterbury and 1.2.3 Issues relating to soil conservation, gravel resources 
and biodiversity. 
73

 1.2.4 Natural Hazards. 
74

 1.2.3 Issues relating to soil conservation, gravel resources and biodiversity. 
75

 17.1.1.12 Policy 12 Rehabilitation of quarry sites; 17.6.4.15 Quarry site rehabilitation Quarrying activities; 
17.8.2.16 Quarry rehabilitation and end use. 
76

 Council Section 32 Report – Page 36. 
77

 Statement of Expectations – Clause (a)(i) and (iii). 
78

 Unless within 250m of a Residential or Specific Purpose (Schools) Zone boundary where a non-complying 
activity status applies.  See the discussion above at paragraphs 7.6 to 7.7 of my evidence. 
79

 Statement of expectations – Clause (a)(ii). 
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(e) the language used throughout the Revised Proposal clear and 

concise81. 

11. SECTION 32 ANALYSIS 

11.1 I broadly agree with the section 32 analysis contained in Ms Hogan's 

evidence with respect to all of the provisions relevant to the Crown's 

submission, subject to the minor modifications sought to Objective 3.3.16 and 

17.1.1 Objective 1.  However, there is no specific justification provided by the 

Council in either the section 32 report or the evidence of Ms Hogan for the 

retention of Rule 17.7.3.5 (Building reflectivity) in the Revised Proposal. 

11.2 I have included justification in my evidence above as to why minor 

modifications to or the removal of provisions would be appropriate, and why 

this is considered preferable to the Revised Proposal82.    

11.3 With respect to quarrying, I consider that the more enabling approach 

outlined in the Revised Proposal compared to the Operative Plan is the most 

appropriate way to meet the demand for aggregate, whilst balancing the 

need to adequately manage and mitigate effects.  In particular, I am 

supportive of the approach to rehabilitation and the need for a rehabilitation 

plan.  The reasons for this opinion are outlined in my evidence above in 

section 7. 

12. PART 2 OF THE RMA 

12.1 I consider that the Revised Proposal meets the purpose of the RMA.  In 

particular, I consider that the objectives and policies and associated 

provisions: provide appropriate direction for the development and protection 

of natural and physical resources (section 5); have regard to the efficient use 

and development of natural and physical resources (section 7(c)); and have 

regard to the maintenance and enhancement of the quality of the 

environment (section 7(f)).  Ms Cameron also considers that the Revised 

Proposal gives effect to section 6 values and the purpose of the RMA83. 

13. CONCLUSION 

13.1 The amendments recommended in the Revised Proposal largely address the 

Crown's concerns identified in its submission.  I have identified some 

                                                                                                                                   
80

 Statement of expectations – Clause (b). 
81

 Statement of expectations – Clause (i). 
82

 3.3.16; 17.1.1 Objective 1, 17.7.3.5. 
83

 Section 11 of Anna Cameron's evidence dated 29 October 2015. 
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relatively minor additional modifications to achieve greater clarity and 

usability.  For the reasons given in my evidence I support these 

amendments.  In my opinion, compared to the notified version of the Rural 

Proposal, the Revised Proposal and the further revisions outlined in my 

evidence better meet the purpose of the RMA. 

 

Vicki Ann Barker 

29 October 2015  
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APPENDIX VAB1 – DOCUMENTS CONSIDERED 

(a) The Rural Proposal and Proposal 2 (Definitions) of the Replacement Plan (as 

originally notified) 

(b) The Council's Revised Rural Proposal dated 17 September 2015 

(c) The Council's Revised Rural Proposal dated 16 October 2015 

(d) The Council section 32 evaluation report for the Rural Proposal 

(e) The Statement of Expectations in Schedule 4 of the Canterbury Earthquake 

(Christchurch Replacement District Plan) Order 2014 

(f) The Canterbury Regional Policy Statement 

(g) The Recovery Strategy for Greater Christchurch, Mahere Haumanutanga o 

Waitaha 

(h) The Land Use Recovery Plan, Te Mahere Whakahaumanu Tāone 

(i) The Christchurch Central Recovery Plan, Te Mahere 'Maraka Ōtautahi' 

(j) The Strategic Directions and Strategic Outcomes decision of the independent 

hearings panel dated 26 February 2015 

(k) The evidence of all of the Crown's witnesses' namely that of Mr Head, Ms 

Bowie, Mr Rough, Ms Cameron and Ms McLeod. 

(l) All of the evidence filed by the Council on 16 October 2015, insofar as these 

statements of evidence relate to CERA's interests in the Rural Proposal. 
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APPENDIX VAB2 – RECOMMENDED AMENDMENTS 

The following table follows the order of relevant specific submission points in parts of the Crown submission relating to Proposal 17.   
 
Also included are broad submission points of relevance. 
 
The provisions as contained in the Council's Revised Proposal dated October 2015 are used as the starting point (clean version), and the changes sought by the 
Crown are shown as underlined and strikethrough text. 
 
The table identifies points where the Crown witnesses support the Revised Proposal and points where amendments are recommended. 
 

Replacement Plan Provision Recommendation Evidence paragraph reference 

Definition - 'Plantation forestry' Accept Revised Proposal Cameron 8.20  

Definition - 'Farming'   Accept Revised Proposal Cameron 8.15 

Definition - 'Rural Character' Not pursuing this submission point Barker 9.10 

3.3.16 Objective - A productive and diverse 
rural environment 

 [Addressed within Part A of the Crown 
submission, but not in Part B as not part of 
the notified proposal] 

3.3.16 Objective - A productive and diverse rural environment 

a. Enable a range of opportunities are enabled in the rural environment, 
primarily rural productive activities, which, to efficiently utilise the rural 
resource and to and contribute positively to the economy.  

b. Recognise the contribution of rural land to maintaining the values of the 
natural and cultural environment, including Ngai Tahu values. 

Barker 6.2 - 6.7 

Objectives and Policies 

17.1.1.X Policy X – Establishment of non-
rural activities 

Accept Revised Proposal Barker 6.16 - 6.17 

Objectives and Policies 

17.11.1.X Policy X – Community Facilities 

Accept Revised Proposal Barker 6.16, 6.18 

McLeod 6.2 - 6.6 

17.1.1 Objective 1 –The rural environment is 
maintained  

 

Amend 17.1.1 Objective 1: 

Subdivision, use and development on rural land: 

i. supports, maintains and, where appropriate, enhances the 

Barker 6.8 - 6.13 

McLeod 5.3 - 5.5 

Cameron 8.4 
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Replacement Plan Provision Recommendation Evidence paragraph reference 

function, character and amenity of the rural environment, 

including the potential productive capacity of the land and the 

working rural environment. in particular, the potential 

contribution of rural productive activities to the economy and 

wellbeing of the district. 

 

iv. Maintains a contrast to the urban environment; and 

 

17.1.1.1 Policy 1 – Range of activities on 
rural land 

Accept Revised Proposal Barker 6.14 

17.1.1.2 Policy 2 – Contributing elements to 
rural character and amenity 

Accept Revised Proposal Barker 6.15 

Cameron 8.6 

17.1.1.4 Policy 4 – Scale and intensity of 
rural related activities 

Accept Revised Proposal Barker 6.19 - 6.20 

17.1.1.7 Policy 7 – Intensive farming Accept Revised Proposal Barker 6.19, 6.21 

17.1.1.8 Policy 8 – Plantation forestry Accept Revised Proposal Cameron 8.8 

17.1.1.9 Policy 9 – Separation of 
incompatible activities 

Amend 17.1.1.9 Policy 9(c)(c): 

"c. avoiding providing separation between buildings and vegetation that 
may result in shading in close proximity to and the strategic transport 
network." 

McLeod 5.3 - 5.7 

17.1.1.11 Policy 11 – Location and 
management of quarrying activities 

Accept Revised Proposal Cameron 8.10 

17.1.1.12 Policy 12 - Rehabilitation of quarry 
sites 

[The Crown did not have a particular 
submission point in relation to this policy, but 
the policy is relevant to the broad 
submission] 

Accept Revised Proposal 

 

Barker 7.28 

17.1.1.13 Policy 13 - High quality gravel Accept Revised Proposal Barker 9.1 - 9.5 
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Replacement Plan Provision Recommendation Evidence paragraph reference 

resource overlay 

[The Crown did not have a particular 
submission point in relation to this policy, but 
the policy is relevant to the broad 
submission] 

 

Rural Banks Peninsula 

17.2.2.1 – P1 Farming Accept Revised Proposal Cameron 8.15 

17.2.2.1 – P6 Plantation Forestry Accept Revised Proposal Cameron 8.21 

17.2.2.1 – P17 Construction of a new 
access track 

Accept Revised Proposal.   Cameron 8.25 - 8.26 

Rule 17.2.2.1 - P18 Emergency service 
facilities 

Accept Revised Proposal McLeod 6.2 - 6.6 

17.2.2.3 – RD1 and RD2 Accept Revised Proposal Cameron 8.29 

17.2.2.4 – D3 Quarrying activity Accept Revised Proposal Cameron 8.31 

17.2.3 Built form standards [water supply for 
fire fighting] 

Accept Revised Proposal McLeod 6.2 - 6.6 

17.3  Rural Urban Fringe Zone 

17.3.2.1- P15  Emergency service facilities Accept Revised Proposal McLeod 6.2 - 6.6 

17.3.2.4 - D3 Quarrying activity Accept Revised Proposal  

 

Barker 7.8 - 7.14 

17.3.2.5 - NC2 Quarrying activity 
Accept Revised Proposal. 

Not pursuing the activity status submission point.  The quarry operators 
accept this non-complying rule and I consider quarrying within 250m should 
be a non-complying activity in the Rural Fringe Zone. 

 

Barker 7.5 - 7.8 
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The clause requiring public notification has been deleted as requested.   Barker 7.9 - 7.14 

17.3.3  Built form standards [water supply 
for fire fighting] Accept Revised Proposal McLeod 6.2 - 6.6 

17.4 Rural Waimakariri 

17.4.2.1 - P16 Emergency service facilities Accept Revised Proposal McLeod 6.2 - 6.6 

17.4.3  Built form standards [water supply 
for fire fighting] 

Accept Revised Proposal McLeod 6.2 - 6.6 

17.5  Rural Port Hills 

17.5.2.1 - P16  Emergency service facilities Accept Revised Proposal McLeod 6.2 - 6.6 

17.5.3   Built form standards [water supply 
for fire fighting] 

Accept Revised Proposal McLeod 6.2 - 6.6 

17.6  Rural Quarry Zone 

17.6.2.1 - P9  Emergency service facilities Accept Revised Proposal  McLeod 6.2 - 6.6 

17.6.3   Built form standards [water supply 
for fire fighting] 

Accept Revised Proposal  McLeod 6.2 - 6.6 

17.6.4.6 Maximum depth of excavation – 
Quarrying activities 

Accept Revised Proposal, or move consideration of maximum depth of 
excavation to 17.6.4.15 

 

Barker 7.15 - 7.19 

17.6.4.12 Visual screening – Quarrying 
activities and Ancillary aggregates 
processing activities 

Accept Revised Proposal and not pursuing submission point. Barker 8.2 - 8.5 
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17.6.4.13 Maintenance of visual screening - 
Quarrying activities and Ancillary aggregates 
processing activities 

Accept Revised Proposal  

 

Barker 8.6 

17.6.4.15 Quarry site rehabilitation – 
Quarrying activities 

Accept Revised Proposal  
Barker 7.20 - 7.28 

17.7  Rural Templeton Zone 

17.7.2.1 - P4 Emergency service facilities Accept Revised Proposal McLeod 6.2 - 6.6 

17.7.3  Built form standard  [water supply for 
fire fighting] 

Accept  Revised Proposal McLeod 6.2 - 6.6 

17.7.3.5 Building reflectivity 
Change not made in the Revised Proposal.  Seeking that the standard be 
deleted 

Barker 8.7 - 8.15 

Matters of Discretion 

17.8.2.4 – Plantation Forestry 
Accept Revised Proposal Cameron 9.1 

17.8.2.X(1)  

New Matter of Discretion (Ecosystems and 
indigenous biodiversity) 

Accept Revised Proposal Cameron 8.29 

 

17.8.2.X(2) 

New Matter of Discretion (Waterbodies and 
their margins) 

Accept Revised Proposal Cameron 8.31 

 

17.8.3.1 Coastal environment and significant 
landscapes 

Accept Revised Proposal The content of this submission point 

is addressed in Proposal 9 - Natural 

and Cultural Heritage.   

Planning Maps 

All Stage 2 Banks Peninsula Maps Accept Revised Proposal Cameron 8.33 
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Planning Maps addressing Lake 
Forsyth/Wairewa 

This matter will be addressed in evidence for the Open Space Proposal  Cameron 8.34 

Map 62 Accept Revised Proposal   Cameron 8.35 

Map 66 Accept Revised Proposal Cameron 8.36 

Map 76 Accept Revised Proposal Cameron 8.37 

 


